Capturing clinician-client interaction: development of the 4D&4R observational tool.
To report on the development of an observation tool that can help a single researcher to collect field data about clinician and client interactions. Qualitative studies from a range of disciplines investigate the dynamics of interactions between clinicians and clients. These studies share and report findings but rarely provide details on the practical challenges and methods involved in managing such interactions when collecting rich ethnographic data. Development of the observational tool was informed by the study's requirements and context, previous research, and the authors cross-disciplinary knowledge and experience. In relation to how clinicians interact with clients and how clients respond, four domains have been identified and integrated into the observational tool. These domains act as prompts during observations of interactions between clients and nurses. Use of the tool has indicated its effectiveness in assisting with observations and the recording of field notes. The article shows how to develop a tool for qualitative field-data collection. The method can be adapted to studies that require observations of interactions and its components can be modified to suit their fields of study. IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE OR RESEARCH: The 4D&4R tool discussed in this article provides indicators of clinician-client interactions and is transferable to other research and practice contexts